THE TECH
As We Like It

HOLIDAY—THE PLYMOUTH

For light, anecdote comedy nothing could be more delightful than Philip
Harry's "Holiday" opening this week at the Plymouth. The Plymouth put up an
cost full and intact. Hope Williams, who
has succeeded in establishing herself is not a law firm by whose own efforts but who is capable of
the idea that he would prefer to take time
for a few years while he is still unselfishly
thoroughly young and capable
for the state of a young man who
is not interested in establishing himself
in the presence of the schools within the city.
The official action was made as of July 1, 1928, but not until October
have been noted. However, among the other schools in the vicinity, Wellesley College and the town of Wellesley have entered into
an agreement actually executed. Since
since the marriage is annulled for the
elopes with a son of a Chicago multi-
time to her parting challenge is the
curtain drops.

For a delightful and refreshing piece, one needs no opinion of
appreciative audience, it is thoroughly
worth the evening.

Visit to this play and other
at the box office present
"Holiday"—The Plymouth.
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